
■ 0. Introduction
It is early February in 1941. By the orders of the Fuhrer, you have 

followed the lovely General Rommel to the Tripoli airfield in the blazing 
desert to come to the aid of the fleeing Italian forces.

The General asks, “By the way, you have experience on the Russian lines, 
don’t you?”

Remembering Barbarossa, you nod vigorously, and she continues.

“I see. Good. Our new Afrika Korps is still in Italy and the Mediterranean, 
but we have the British forces in front of us, and news of the Italians running 
for Tripoli. So, what would you do?”

This is a deck building game for 2-5 players, (loosely) based on the battles 
of the German Afrika Korps during World War II. Each player takes on 
the role of one of General Rommel’s subordinates. You will start the 
game with your own deck of 8 cards (representing the main forces you 
command). During the game, players will add reinforcements to their initial 
8-card decks, fight battles, and attempt to complete military objectives 
such as defeating enemies and capturing cities. Your ultimate objective is 
the British army’s main stronghold in Cairo, and then their final bastion in 
Alexandria! When the game ends, the player with the most Victory Points 
is the winner!

Can you withstand the British army’s onslaught under harsh desert 
conditions, turn the tide of battle, and push into the Suez?

RULEBOOK

    Note: The rules of this game are mostly the same 
as in Barbarossa, but this game has additional 
rules for the British army retaliating, with some 
accompanying changes to the combat rules. 
Players who are already familiar with Barbarossa 
should pay attention to the portions of the rules 
highlighted in gray (like this) for notable changes 
and additions.
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■ 1. Game Components
El Alamein includes the following:

● CARDS: 362 Game Cards (Plus 10 quick reference cards)

● RULEBOOK: 1 (This Booklet)

● BOX: 1 (For storing the cards)

■ 2. Symbols
For your convenience, we’ve put explanations of the various symbols 

used on the game’s cards and in its rules below. To help you play the game 
smoothly, you should learn the six types of points used in the game. While 
playing the game, players will gain and spend these points like currency. 
However, you cannot trade/exchange these points. Once you gain a point, 
you will keep it until you use it up or your turn ends. (Victory Points 
being an exception.) Also, note that each symbol has a small version and 
a greyscale version used in explanatory text. These may seem like a lot to 
take in, but if you play the game a little with the rulebook handy, you should 
pick them up quickly.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

5. Attack Points (Red) 

(Small Icon: Greyscale: ) 
Attack Points are used during Combat to conquer Site Cards.

3. Draw Points (Blue) 

(Small Icon: Greyscale: ) 
Players who acquire these points may immediately draw as many cards as the
number of points they gained. 

1. Tactic Points (Black) 

(Small Icon: Greyscale: 
Tactic Points are used to pay the Play Cost of playing cards from your hand.

) 

4. Reinforcement Points (Green) 

(Small Icon: Greyscale: ) 
Spending 1 Reinforcement Point gives you the right to Recruit 1 card. However,
this only gives you the right to do so, and to actually get the car you will need to
pay the number of Supply Points required by its Reinforcement Cost.  

2. Supply Points (Yellow) 

(Small Icon: Greyscale: ) 
Supply Points are used to pay the Reinforcement Cost of adding new cards to
your deck as Reinforcements. 

6. Victory Points (Yellow) 

(Small Icon: Greyscale: ) 
The player with the most Victory Points at the end of the game is the winner.
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■ 3. Cards
This game includes seven types of cards, each of which is used differently. 

What follows is a general explanation of how to read the cards’ data and how 
to use them. There are several common values across all cards, so we’ll omit 
the explanations of those for successive card types.

● 3-1. SUPPLY CARDS
Supply Cards represent transport units that carry forces, supplies, etc. 

When you play a Supply Card, you gain Supply Points or other points as per 
the card’s Play Bonus. You can save up Supply Points you gain this way and use 
them to pay to Recruit new cards as during the Reinforcement Phase. There 
are also certain cards that call for you to spend Supply Points. Unlike other 
cards, Supply Cards can be played at any time during your turn, even during 
Combat.  A Supply Card in play is also called a “Supply.”

1. Play Cost
The cost (in Tactic Points) to 

play the card. This game includes 
Supply Cards that have a Play Cost 
of zero, meaning you can play them 
for free.

2. Card Name
The name of the card.

3. Reinforcement Cost

 This is the cost (in Supply Points) 
that you must pay when Recruiting 
this card for your deck.

4. Card Type

 Shows the type of card. The con-
tents of the parentheses ( ) show the sub-type. Cards and rules often specify 
cards by their card types or sub-types.

5. Card Text (Play Rules)

The white box on the lower portion of the card contains its rules.

Effects that happen when you play a card are written in black, while 
effects that happen when you Recruit a card are written in red. If the 
card has a Play Bonus, the player receives those points automatically upon 
playing the card.
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● 3-2. Army Cards

Army cards are at the heart of the game, providing players with the power 
to do battle. Most Army Cards give you Attack Points. You use these Attack 
Points during Combat to conquer Site Cards. Some Army Cards provide other 
types of points or other benefits. In this game there are Italian Army cards that 
have brown borders and German Army cards that have dark green borders. 
An Army Card in play is also called and “Army unit,” or referred to by its sub-
type.

1. Play Cost

2. Card Name

3. Reinforcement Cost

4. Card Type

5. Card Text (Play Rules)
The white box on the lower por-

tion of the card contains its rules.

Effects that happen when you play 
a card are written in black, while 
effects that happen when you Re-
cruit a card are written in red. “Play 
Bonuses” are one type of effect that 
happens when you play a card.

Also, some cards have an “Activation Ability,” which you can activate when 
you wish once the card is played. See section 9, “Card Effects and Abilities,” for 
more info.

6. Card Text (Deploy Rules)
Some cards have Deploy Rules. Deploy rules are written in a yellow box. Be 

sure not to confuse them with the Play Rules written in the white box. Only 
cards with this yellow box can be Deployed.

During your turn, you can receive the deployment effects of cards you’ve 
Deployed, and use Activation Abilities if you wish. You can use Activation 
Abilities at any time during the Tactics Phase. See section 9,  “Card Effects and 
Abilities,” for more info.

7. Victory Points
Some cards grant Victory Points.  At the end of the game, all such cards that 

you have (in your deck, discard pile, Front Line, etc.) count towards your final 
Victory Point total.
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● 3-3. Strategy Cards

 These cards help your army.  They’re used the same way as Army Cards, but 
Strategy Cards do not directly give you Attack Points. Also, unlike Army Cards, 
most of these cards are “consumable,” and return to the War Zone after being 
played. Strategy Cards in your Combat Zone are also called “Strategy.”

1. Play Cost

2. Card Name

3. Reinforcement Cost

4. Card Type

5. Card Text (Play Rules)

● 3-4. Support Cards

  Support Cards are non-Army cards that players can Recruit, such as fa-
cilities and officers. Support Cards are automatically Deployed after you play 
the card.  Apart from that, they’re used like Army Cards. (Note that there are 
also some Army Cards that are automatically Deployed after being played.) 
Support Cards in play are also called “Support” or referred to by their sub-
types.

1. Play Cost

2. Card Name

3. Reinforcement Cost

4. Card Type

5. Card Text (Play Rules)

6. Card Text(Deploy Rule)

7. Victory Points
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● 3-5. Event Cards
 Event Cards represent spec i a l  ac t ions by c i t y g arr i sons , 

counterattacking troops, and other enemy forces. Any time a player 
declares Combat on a City Card, you will flip over Event Cards from the 
pile. The number of Event Cards you need to turn over is equal to the 
City Card’s Garrison value. The Defense Value modifiers listed on the 
Event Cards all apply to the target City, after which some Event Cards 
are sent to the British Reinforcements pile from the top of Event pile. 
After Combat, so long as no special effects say otherwise, any remaining 
revealed Event Cards are sent to the bottom of the Event pile. Event 
Cards in play are also called “Events” or referred to by their sub-types.

1. Play Cost

2. Card Name

4. Card Type

5. Card Text (Play Rules)
Effects that always occur when an Event Card is drawn or acquired are 

printed in red. Some Event Cards can be acquired by players and played from 
their hands later; these cards have effect text printed in black.

6. Card Text (Deploy Rules)
There are also Event Cards that, once acquired by a player, can be played in 

any player’s area, or which can be deployed upon being acquired. Such cards 
also have a Deploy Rule printed in black.

8. Additional Defense Value
While Event Cards are revealed, this value is applied to the Defense Value of 

the topmost City Card in the pile.
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● 3-6. Site Cards

 These cards represent the players’ strategic objectives. During 
Combat in the Tactics Phase, players can pay the required number of 
Attack Points to conquer a Site Card. Once you have acquired a Site 
Card, you must immediately Deploy it. Site Cards include “Box” cards 
and Cities. Each “Box” card provides a Victory Point. A City Card does 
not provide points itself directly, but conquering a City lets you draw 
from the Victory Card pile, making them an important source of Victory 
Points. A Site Card in play is also called a “Site,” or referred to by its 
sub-type.

2. Card Name

4. Card Type

5. Card Text (Play Rules)

8. Defense Value
This is the cost (in Attack 

Points) that a player must pay to 
conquer the card in Combat.

9. City Number
This is a value that only City 

Card s  h ave .  When se t t i n g 
up the game, the City Cards 
should be sorted in order of 
these numbers. Higher numbers 
represent cities further east, closer to the British stronghold in Cairo. 
For more information on Garrison, Reinforcements, VP, Penalty, and 
other codes on City Cards, see section 5-8, “Other Terms/Codes.”

● 3-7. Victory Cards

Players receive Victory Cards upon taking Cities; these are the main way 
of scoring in this game. When you acquire a Victory Card, it is immediately 
Deployed. Some Victory Cards also 
have rules that take effect when you 
receive them. When a player loses 
a City Card because of a British 
Counterattack, they will lose a cer-
tain number of randomly-selected 
Victory Cards equal to the City’s 
Penalty value; see section 5-8, “Oth-
er Terms/Codes.”  Victory Cards in 
play are also called “Victory.”

2. Card Name
4. Card Type
5. Card Text (Play Rules)
6. Card Text (Deploy Rules)

7. Victory Points
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■ 4. Game Setup
Set up for the game is as follows.

• First, divide all of the cards by card name. However, Support Cards, Event 
Cards, City Cards (Site Cards), and Victory Cards should each be placed in 
their separate piles.

• Shuffle the piles of Support Cards, Event Cards, and Victory Cards sepa-
rately. Sort the City Cards (Site Cards) by their City Number, and place the 
pile face-up. Sort the City Cards so that the smallest City Number is on the 
top of the pile.

• Next, arrange each type of card in a pile in the center of the table as per 
the diagram on the next page. We call this central area with the piles of various 
cards the “War Zone.” Each pile of cards is referred to by its card type or its 
card name. For example, there are the “City pile,” “Event pile,” “Victory pile,” 

“Panzer Regiment pile,” “Army piles,” Strategy piles,” and so on. The Event pile 
and Victory pile should be face-down, however. Note that there are two 
types of Panzer Regiment cards. Set it up so that the 5 “Panzer Regiment 
(III)” cards are on top and the 5 “Panzer Regiment (IV)” cards are beneath 
them.

• Each player receives a starting deck consisting of 6 Motorized Transports 
and 2 Italian Infantry Regiments, and shuffles them. This is the player’s own 
deck; during the game, when you draw cards to add them to your hand, it 
comes from your own deck. Also, after you have played cards, you send them 
to a location next to your deck. This is your discard pile.

• If there are any Motorized Transport cards left in the War Zone, put 
them in the box. Unlike in Barbarossa, you will not be putting any of the 
other piles into the box.

• Each player draws a hand of 4 cards from his/her deck.

• Determine a starting player in any suitable fashion. With that, the game 
setup is complete. See section 6, “Playing the Game” for how to get started 
playing. Turns proceed clockwise from the first player.
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■ 5. Location and Status Terms
Before we explain how to play the game, we need to cover some basic 

terminology.

● 5-1: The War Zone and Combat Zones
We call the central area with the various piles of cards the “War Zone.” This 

area is shared by all of the players. The areas in front of each player are his/her 
Combat Zones. These areas each belong to a specific player.

In addition to the player’s deck and discard pile, a player’s Combat Zones 
includes a Playing Area where they temporarily place certain cards, and their 
Front Line where they place certain Cards they’ve Deployed. See the diagram 
on the next page.

When you place cards in your Combat Zone, be sure to make it clear to 
everyone which cards you’re playing and which cards you’re Deploying.

War Zone - Setup Example
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Players cannot check the Event pile, Victory pile, or British Reinforce-
ments pile in the War Zone during the game. Likewise, no one is allowed 
to check the contents of any player’s decks during the game. On the other 
hand, players are welcome to examine the other piles (the ones placed 
face-up) at any time.

● 5-2: Playing Cards
You can take a card from your hand and put it into your Playing Area if you 

are able to pay its Play Cost (in Tactic Points). When a card is played, handle it 
as follows.

    Playing Cards
• Pay Tactic Points equal to the Play Cost of the card.

• Take the card from your hand and put it into your Playing Area.

• Receive any Play Bonuses the card provides.

• If the Play Bonuses include any Draw Points, draw that many cards immedi-
ately. If you do anything else before drawing, you lose the Draw Points.

• Resolve any effects that activate upon playing the card (Play Rules in black 
text).

• For cards that have Activation Abilities, you can pay the required cost sep-
arately and activate it at any time during your Tactics Phase. This is called using 
an Activation Ability.

• You can only play cards during your Tactics Phase, though not during Com-
bat. However, you can play Supply Cards at any time, whether during your 
turn or during a British Counterattack Turn.

COMBAT ZONE Example
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Play Bonus Example
When a card’s Play Rules say “Play Bonus,” the player gains the points indi-

cated by the symbols that follow as a Play Bonus.

In the example below, the card provides the player with 1 Tactic Point  

(       +1) and 2 Attack Points (       +2).

Activation Ability Example
Activation Abilities appear like the text called out with an arrow ( ⇒  )  in 

the example below, and are distinct from other effects. See section 9, “Card 
Effects and Abilities,” for more info.

If you play 2 or more cards in the same phase, you must finish resolving each 
card until you move on to the next. You cannot play another card while one 
card’s effect is not finished resolving.

Unless a card has special rules indicating otherwise, it stays in your Playing 
Area until your Clean-Up Phase, at which point it goes into your discard pile. 
You must pay the entire Play Cost of a card, and cannot only pay part of it.

IMPORTANT!

Once you receive points, you can think of them as being in 
a “wallet,” and you do not have to use them immediately.  
Victory Points (which you simply keep until the end of the 
game) and Draw Points are the notable exceptions. Players 
can assign their points as payment as needed. However, 
in order to use Draw Points you gain, you must use them 
immediately. If you do anything else before drawing, you lose 
the Draw Points.
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● 5-3. Discarding Cards
To “discard” a card means to put it into your discard pile from your hand.

Unless a card says otherwise, you place it in your own discard pile face-up. The 
order of cards in your discard pile is not important.

During the game each player may, examine any face-up cards on the War Zone 
or in any player’s Combat Zones, including discard piles. However, players may 
not change the order of any cards. For example, you are welcome to look at the 
order of cards in the Support pile, Panzer Regiment pile and City pile, but you 
cannot rearrange them.

● 5-4. Forfeiting Cards

To “Forfeit” a card means to put it into your discard pile from your Playing Area 
or Front Line.

● 5-5. Return to War Zone

Some cards may include instructions to return a card to the War Zone. When 
this happens, return the card to the matching pile in the War Zone. Unless the 
instructions say otherwise, returned cards should go to the bottom of their 
corresponding pile. However, if a player loses a City Card because of a British 
Counterattack, it gets returned to the top of the pile.

● 5-6. Scrapping Cards

To “Scrap” a card means to remove it from the game entirely. Put the Scrapped 
card back in the game box. Once a card is put into the box, it will not be used in 
this game again.

● 5-7. Exhausting Cards
With the exception of cards in decks or any piles, think of cards in the War 

Zone or Combat Zones as having two states. The first status is “active,” and the 
second is “exhausted.” Unless there are instructions saying otherwise, you can 
treat cards in the War Zone and Combat Zones as active. Active cards should be 
placed vertically, while exhausted cards should be turned horizontally.

Changing an active card to exhausted status is called “exhausting” that card. 
Conversely, changing an exhausted card to active status is called “reactivating” the 
card.

Unless noted otherwise, exhausted cards will automatically be reactivated 
during the Starting Phase of the player’s next turn.

Card’s Position
Exhaust

Reactivate

Active Exhausted
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● 5-8: Other Terms/Codes
In order to keep the rules explanations on cards simpler, there are abilities 

shared by many cards, and special terms and codes used.

Combat
Unlike other cards, players can play these cards during Combat (with the 

designated timing). Since counterattacks (see sections 13-2 and 13-3) count 
as Combat, these cards can also be played during British Counterattack 
turns.

Unique
Players can only play 1 of a given card with this ability per turn.

Garrison: X
Whenever you declare Combat against a City, you have to reveal X 

Event Cards from the top of the Event pile. This is called the Garrison. Each 
Garrison has Play Rules (written in red) that should be resolved in the order 
they were revealed. Also, each Garrison has an Additional Defense Value 
that is applied to the City Card’s Defense Value. However, if a Garrison card 
is destroyed (exhausted) before the player spends his/her Attack Points, 
its Additional Defense Value does not apply. (See Section 12-3, “Battle and 
Destroying Enemy Forces.”)

Reinforcements: X
Whenever you declare Combat against a City, you have to take X Event 

Cards from the top of the Event pile and send them to the top of the British 
Reinforcements pile. Resolve Reinforcement after you’ve finished revealing 
the Garrison.  When you send them there, no one is allowed to look at the 
cards.

VP: X
When you conquer a City (by paying Attack Points equal to the City’s 

Defense Value during combat), you obtain cards from the Victory Card pile. 
Draw as many cards as the number listed for X.  You must Deploy these 
Victory Cards immediately.

Penalty: X
During a British Counterattack Turn, players who lose to the counterat-

tack can lose some Deployed City Cards. When you lose a City Card, you 
also lose Victory Cards you have Deployed, selected at random. Continue 
losing Victory Cards until you’ve lost as many as the City’s Penalty value. 
When this happens, return the City Cards and Victory Cards to the appro-
priate piles in the War Zone. If this would make you lose more Victory Cards 
than you actually have, you must give up as many as you can, but there is no 
further effect. Furthermore, attached (see below) Victory Cards will not be 
lost when you lose a city.

Battle Damage: X
Whenever you execute Combat against a City, you lose some Deployed 

Army units after the Combat, regardless of whether you win or lose it. 
Choose and Forfeit X of your Deployed Army units.
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■ 6. Playing the Game 
Once you’ve finished setting up, the player who’s going first can start playing. 

This player takes his/her turn, and then turns proceed clockwise around the table 
until the game ends.  When you execute Combat to conquer a City, it can 
potentially trigger a special “British Counterattack Turn” between the players’ 
turns. Also, during a British Counterattack Turn, multiple players can take a 
special “interception” turn.

Each player’s turn goes through 4 phases in order.  What follows is a summary 
of the four phases.

Each phase has more detailed procedures involved, but unless something tells 
you to do otherwise, you must do them in order. See the next section for full 
details on each phase.

● 5-8: Other Terms/Codes (cont.)
Attaching

During the game, players can sometimes “attach” a card to a Deployed 
card. When that happens, place the new card so that the Deployed card 
covers it up halfway.  When a card is attached, other cards cannot normally 
move it. If the card a card is attached to leaves Combat Zone (by being 
Forfeited, Scrapped, returned to the player’s hand, or returned to the War 
Zone), the attached card is Scrapped.

The Four Phases
1. Starting Phase

Reactivate any exhausted cards you have Deployed.

2. Tactics Phase
Do (a) first. Then you do (b) and (c) in whichever order you wish. You can 

declare and enter Combat while playing multiple cards from your hand.

(a) Gain 1 Tactic Point.

(b) Play any cards you wish so long as you can pay their Play Cost.

(c) You can declare and execute Combat once.

3. Reinforcement Phase
(a) Gain 1 Reinforcement Point.

(b) For each Reinforcement Point you spend, you gain the right to Recruit 1 
card as a reinforcement. However, to acquire a card you must not only pay its 
Reinforcement cost, but also its Supply Point cost. So long as you can pay the cost, 
you can acquire any number of cards from the piles in the War Zone.
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■ 7．Play Phases in Detail
● 7-1. Starting Phase

In the Starting Phase, all of your exhausted cards are reactivated. Players can 
play Supply Cards during the Starting Phase, but you cannot play any other cards 
unless the specific card says otherwise. Once that is done, you automatically 
move on to the Tactics Phase.

● 7-2. Tactics Phase

This is the only part of your turn when you can play cards from your hand 
without restrictions. See section 5-2, “Playing Cards” for more info.

At the start of the Tactics Phase you automatically gain 1 Tactic Point (     +1), 
which you will normally use to play a card from your hand with a Play Cost of 1 
Tactic Point (     +1). However, since there are cards with a Play Cost of 2 Tactic 
Points (     +2) or more, you cannot play them for just that 1 Tactic Point (     +1).

Playing a card from your hand can sometimes give you additional Tactic Points 
as a Play Bonus. As such, you can keep playing more cards as long as you have 
enough Tactic Points.

When a card has a Play Cost of 0 Tactic Points (     +0), you do not need to pay 
to play it. However, you cannot actually play cards that do not have any Play Cost 
value shown at all. (Such cards can be added to your deck during the game in 
Barbarossa, but not in El Alamein.)

During the game players can gain various kinds of points, and with the excep-
tion of Victory Points, you can think of them as temporarily being in a “wallet.” 
From that “wallet” you can spend them in various ways, but once spent, the points 
are gone.

During the Tactics Phase,  you can pay the activation cost of Activation Abilities 
on cards that you’ve Deployed to activate them as many times as you can afford.

Players can also execute Combat once during this phase; see section 12,  
“Combat” for more info.

You can execute Combat (once per turn), play cards from your hand (multiple 
are possible), and activate abilities (multiple are possible) in any order and combi-
nation you wish during your turn.

There are times when you can immediately Deploy a card you’ve played. When 
you Deploy a card, declare that you are doing so, and move the card to your 
Front Line.

4. Clean-Up Phase
(a) Take all of the cards in your Playing Area and send them to your discard pile. 

You can keep one card in your hand if you wish, but otherwise you must discard 
your hand.

(b) Draw 4 cards.

(c) Lose any remaining (unspent) points.
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● 7-3. Reinforcement Phase
Once you’ve done everything you wish to do in the Tactics Phase, you must 

declare that you are moving on to the Reinforcement Phase.

At the start of this phase you automatically gain 1 ReinforcementPoint (     +1).

During the Reinforcement Phase you cannot execute Combat, play cards 
(except for Supply Cards), or activate abilities. Unless a card says otherwise, the 
only thing you can do during the Reinforcement Phase is Recruit new cards as 
Reinforcements (i.e., play Supply Cards and acquire new cards from the War 
Zone).

You can Recruit as many cards as you have Reinforcement Points and Supply 
Points for. See section 11, “Reinforcements” for more information.

● 7-4. Clean-Up Phase

Once you can’t or choose not to acquire any more cards in the Reinforcement 
Phase, you must declare that you are moving on to the Clean-Up Phase.

Take all of the cards in your Playing Area and send them to your discard pile. 

However, you can leave one card in your hand at this time. Cards that you have 
Deployed still remain in your Front Line however, so remember not to send them 
to your discard pile.

You then draw 4 cards; this is called replenishing your hand. There is no upper 
limit to your hand size.

Once you’ve replenished your hand, you lose any remaining unspent points of 
each type (except Victory Points). They do not carry over to your next turn.

Then the next player’s turn begins.

■ 8. Ending the Game and Victory Conditions 
● 8-1. Ending the Game

If a player acquires the Alexandria City card, the game ends after their Tactics 
Phase ends.  Also, if at the end of a player’s Tactics Phase the pile of Victory 
Cards has run out, the game ends immediately.

● 8-2. Calculating Points and Determining a Winner

After the game ends, each player goes through all of the cards that they have 
in his/her deck, discard pile, hand, and Combat Zone.  Add up the Victory Points 
provided by cards that you have. The player with the highest total wins the game. 
In the event of a tie, the tied player with the City Card with the highest City 
Number becomes the winner.
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■ 9. Activation Abilities 
As mentioned before, cards can have Activation Abilities in the card 

text for when they’re played or Deployed. The text of Activation Abilities 
are called out with an arrow ( ⇒  ) to make them easy to distinguish from 
other effects. During your Tactics Phase, you can pay the activation cost of 
Activation Abilities of cards in your Combat Zone to activate them.

As mentioned before, you can decide whether to use an Activation 
Ability, whereas when a card has an effect that is not an Activation Ability 
it takes effect automatically.

The text of an Activation Ability includes its activation cost to the left 
of the arrow, and what appears on the right side of the arrow is the effect 
that occurs when the ability activates.

Activation Ability Example
The second Activation Ability here exhausts the card as its activation 

cost. At any time during your Tactics Phase you can exhaust this card, and 
thereby immediately gain 2 Attack Points (      +2).

Players can decide whether or not to use an Activation Ability. You can 
still use an Activation Ability of an exhausted card if you pay the activation 
cost. Also, as long as you pay the activation cost you can activate an ability 
multiple times in the same phase.

Some Activation Abilities exhausts the card as their activation cost; 
once a card is exhausted, you can’t exhaust it any more. If something 
triggers exhaustion on an already exhausted card, nothing happens. 
Similarly, if something would reactivate and already active card, nothing 
happens.

During your Tactics Phase you can play multiple cards and activate 
multiple abilities. Furthermore, you can do these in whatever order you 
wish. However, you must play cards and activate abilities separately. For ex-
ample, you cannot play another card or activate an ability while a card’s effect 
is not finished resolving.

You must finish paying an ability’s activation cost before the ability will acti-
vate. Also, you must play the entire activation cost, and cannot only pay part of 
it.
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■ 10. Deployment 
When you play a Support Cards, or when you acquire a Site Card or Vic-

tory Card, it is immediately Deployed. Some Army Cards are automatically 
Deployed when you play them, and some allow you to Deploy them when you 
play them.

To Deploy a card, move or place it in your Front Line. Once a card is De-
ployed, it will remain there until an effect removes it. Unlike cards in your Play 
Area, you do not send them to your discard pile during your Clean-Up Phase.

A card’s Play Rules take effect when it is played. A card’s Deploy Rules have 
no effect while it is in your Play Area, but once a card is Deployed, any Deploy 
Rules take effect at that point. Also, you become able to activate any Activation 
Abilities in the card’s Deploy Rules. Note that a card’s Play Rules have no effect 
at all when the card is Deployed.

Try to remember the distinctions between Play Rues and Deploy Rules.

Also, when you get a Level Up! card, you have a choice as to whether to 
Deploy as with other Victory Cards, or attach it to a currently Deployed 
Army unit (see section 5-8, Other Terms and Codes). If you do not attach 
it to an Army unit right away, you cannot do so later.

Example of a Card Deployment

When you play Motorized Repair Shop Company, you immediately gain 2 
Draw Points (      +2) as a Play Bonus. You can also Deploy this card during this 
Tactics Phase. However, if you do not Deploy it, this card produces no further 
effects.

On the other hand if you declare you are Deploying this card, its Deploy 
Rules take effect, and so you get the use of its Activation Ability.

There is no limit to the number of cards you can Deploy.
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■ 11. Reinforcements 
● 11-1. Reinforcements and Reinforcement Points

During your Reinforcement Phase you can Recruit cards as reinforcement. 
This involves paying Supply Points to buy cards, but there is a limit to how many 
you can acquire.

For each Reinforcement Point (     +1) you pay, you can Recruit one card. 
You gain 1 Reinforcement Point (     +1) at the start of your Reinforcement 
Phase, so you can always Recruit once (1 card’s worth). If you gain a Reinforce-
ment Point (     +1) from a card you play during your Tactics Phase, you’ll have 
a total of 2 Reinforcement Points (      +2), allowing you to Recruit twice.  

You can Recruit as many times in a turn as you have Reinforcement Points 
and Supply Points for.

● 11-2. Paying Reinforcement Costs

In order to Recruit a new card as a reinforcement, you need more than just 
paying a Reinforcement Point. Paying a Reinforcement Point simply gives you 
the right to Recruit one card for your deck. To actually buy a card, you will also 
need to pay Supply Points equal to its listed reinforcement cost.

For example, to acquire a Motorized Transport card via reinforcement, you 
must pay both 1 Reinforcement Point (      +1) and 2 Supply Points (       +2).

● 11-3. Acquirable Cards

When you Recruit, you can acquire a Supply Card, Army Card, Strategy 
Card, or Support Card. Note that you cannot acquire Event Cards (from the 
Event pile or the British Reinforcements pile), Site Cards, or Victory Cards 
here by paying a Reinforcement Cost.

When you acquire a card as a reinforcement, you must take it from the top 
of the corresponding pile.

When you acquire a card this way, you immediately put it on top of your 
own discard pile face-up unless a card says otherwise.

    Note: Players receive Site Cards and Victory Cards 
by winning Combat. Certain Event Cards are 
also like this (sometimes you are able to recruit 
them). Most of these do not have a Play Cost 
(a cost in Tactic Points). When you receive such 
a card, it is Deployed as is. On the other hand, 
when an Event Card has a Play Cost, put it in 
your discard pile, and then you can play it later 
when you get it in your hand. If you are unable to 
get an Event Card, it goes into a random spot at 
the bottom of the Event pile.

  Also, you cannot take an event card revealed 
during a counterattack.
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■ 12. Combat 
You can execute Combat once during your Tactics Phase. Combat works as 

follows.

● 12-1. Combat Sequence
1. Declare Combat.  You must have at least 1 Army Card Deployed to de-

clare Combat.

2. Choose a Site Card as the Combat’s objective. Normally you can choose 
from either a “Box” card or the top card on the City pile.

3. If you choose to attempt to conquer a City, reveal a number of Event 
Cards equal to the City Card’s Garrison value. Each Event Card has Play Rules 
(written in red) that should be resolved in the order they were revealed.

4. Next, if your objective is a City, send a number of cards equal to the City’s 
Reinforcements value from the Event pile to the British Reinforcements pile. 
When you send them, no one is allowed to look at the cards.

5. Next, you can activate abilities on cards from among those you have 
Deployed or played if you wish. If you have a card that you can play in your 
hand, you can play it now. Once you declare Combat, you cannot normally 
play cards until the Combat is over. (Exceptions: Supply Card and cards with 
the “Combat” ability.) Exhaust destroyed Event Cards (if any) to indicate their 
status.

6. If your objective is a City, any non-destroyed Event Cards add their Ad-
ditional Defense Value to the City’s Defense Value. However, if you go after a 
“Box,” you don’t reveal any Event Cards, and thus its Defense Value stays the 
same.

Site Card
Not Playable

Victory Card
Not Playable

Event Card
Not Playable

Event Card
Playable
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7. Pay Attack Points equal to the total Defense Value of your selected Site 
Card.

8. If you are able to pay, you win the Combat. If you are unable to, you lose. 
The effects of the Combat are as described below. Regardless, once spent 
Attack Points are lost.

If You Win a Combat
You acquire the conquered Site Card and resolve its Play Rules (printed in 

red).

First, choose a number of Army units from among those you have Deployed 
equal to the objective City Card’s Battle Damage value and discard them, then 
draw and Deploy a number of cards from the Victory pile equal to the City’s 
VP value.

After that, if the Play Rules of the revealed Event Cards have effects for 
when you acquire them written in red, they activate now.

If You Lose a Combat
The Site Card’s Play Rules take effect without you acquiring it.

You also must discard a number of Deployed Army units equal to the City’s 
Battle Damage value.

9. At this point you may activate abilities of played or Deployed cards if you 
wish. If you have a card that you can play in your hand, you can play it now. 

10. After that, any remaining Event Cards from among those revealed go to 
the bottom of the Event pile. (If there’s more than one, put them in any order.)

Think of Combats as being like reinforcements, except that you do them 
during the Tactics Phase and you spend Attack Points instead of Supply Points.

● 12-2. When the Event Pile and British Reinforcements Pile Run Out
When the Event pile runs out, take the remaining cards you need to reach 

the Garrison value from the British Reinforcements pile.  Also, when the Event 
pile runs out, you will no longer send cards from the Event pile to the British 
Reinforcements pile. 

● 12-3. Combat and Destroying Enemy Forces
When you win a Combat, the revealed Event Cards are all destroyed. On 

the other hand, if you lose the Combat, they are not destroyed in principle. 
However, Activation Abilities and cards played in step 5 above can also destroy 
Event Cards. In order to distinguish between Event Cards that have and haven’t 
been destroyed, you should exhaust the destroyed ones.
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■ 13. The British Counterattack Turn 
Unlike in Barbarossa, in this game not only do you attack your Enemies, 

but the British forces will attack you back. We call this the “British 
Counterattack Turn.”

● 13-1. Starting and Finishing the British Counterattack Turn

If during your turn you attempt to conquer a City and execute Combat, 
there is a chance of a British Counterattack Turn occurring. Any time a 
player declares they’re attempting to conquer a City, if one of the Event 
Cards you reveal is a “British Counterattack” card, a British Counterattack 
Turn occurs. A British Counterattack Turn also occurs when a player 
conquers the El Alamein card.

British Counterattack Turns happen between players’ turns. If you 
determine that there is going to be a British Counterattack Turn, it 
happens after your turn ends and before the next player’s turn begins.

British Counterattack Turns follow the rules below. After a British 
Counterattack Turn begins, it continues until the counterattacking forces 
are all destroyed or no players remain to intercept them. Once the British 
Counterattack Turn ends, the next player takes his/her turn as normal.

Note: When you determine that there will be a British Counterattack 
Turn, you still have to complete your turn through the Clean-Up Phase.

● 13-2. British Counterattack Turn Process

A British Counterattack Turn goes as follows:

1. Reveal all of the Event Cards in the British Reinforcements pile. 
We call these cards the “Counterattacking Forces.” Ignore 
all of the data on Counterattacking Forces cards, except for 
their card type and sub-type. Nothing special happens if the 
Counterattacking Forces include British Counterattack cards; 
treat them the same as other Counterattacking Forces cards.

2. Determine the order in which players will have to intercept the 
counterattackers. This is done as follows:

The player who triggered the British Counterattack           
Turn will be first.

Players who have at least 1 City card Deployed will  be next. 
They are arranged in descending order of highest number 
City Deployed.

With the exception of the player who triggered the 
counterattack, players who do not have any City Cards are 
not subject to counterattacks.

a.

b.

c.
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3. Once you’ve determined the order of counterattacks, the players 
each have to intercept the counterattack in order. See below.

4. Each time one player finishes intercepting the counterattack, 
determine whether the British counterattack continues or ends as 
follows:

5. If the counterattack is ending, any Counterattacking Forces cards 
remaining in the War Zone go to the bottom of the Event pile in 
random order. Then the next player’s turn begins.

6. If the British counterattack continues, it moves on to the next player.

● 13-3. Intercepting the Counterattack
Each time a player intercepts a counterattack, handle it as described 

below. Also, when a Counterattacking Forces card is destroyed during this 
time, exhaust the card to make that clear. In terms of the rules, intercepting 
a counterattack counts as Combat.

1. Preparations
The intercepting player first has the opportunity to activate the abilities 

of cards in his/her Combat Zone. Also, if they have any Deployed cards 
with active effects that will affect this Combat, they take effect. If you have 
a card that you can play while intercepting in your hand, you can play it at 
this time. You can do these things in whatever order you like. Once that’s 
done, move on to the Declare Allotment step. Once you declare allotment, 
you cannot activate or play cards.

Note:  Intercepting counterattacks works differently from 
normal Combats, and in particular unless a specific 
card says otherwise, a player’s Attack Points serve 
no purpose. Thus for example if you activate an 
Army Card’s ability to gain some Attack Points, it will 
not be of any use here. If you do gain points during 
an interception, you lose them at the end of the 
interception.

Note:  With the exception of Supply Cards, you cannot play 
cards during an interception. However, you can play 
cards with the “Combat” ability (such as Li’l Rommel) 
during an interception.

If all of the Counterattacking Forces cards have been 
destroyed, the player has won and the counterattack ends.

If the counterattack has already targeted all of the designated 
players, it ends.

If neither a. or b. are met, the British Counterattack Turn 
continues on to the next designated player.

a.

b.

c.
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2. Declare Allotment
The intercepting player must choose at least 1 of their Deployed Army units 

with an “Interception” rating (see below) for each Counterattacking Forces card. 
However, this does not apply to Counterattacking Forces cards that have already 
been destroyed.

Also, when allotting Army units, you must allot your Army Cards in such a way 
as to destroy as many of the Counterattacking Forces cards as possible. You can 
still allot an exhausted card.

Once the allotment is done, the intercepting player declares allotment and 
moves on to the next step. Once you declare allotment, you cannot change it.

Each Army Card can be allotted to a number of Counterattacking Forces cards 
equal to its Interception rating. For example, if an Army unit has an Interception 
rating of 2, it can be allotted to 2 Counterattacking Forces cards. On the other 
hand, if an Army unit has an Interception of zero or less, it cannot normally be 
allotted to any Counterattacking Forces cards.

The Interception rating (and other relevant rules for allotment) are as follows:

• Italian Infantry units: Interception = 0 (*)

• German Tank units: Interception = 2

• Other Army units: Interception = 1 (**)

*However, a player can allot Italian Infantry units (Interception=0) 
under one (but only one) of the two conditions listed below, and in that 
case they must allot each of these units only once.

• You can allot all of your Italian Infantry units to only one of Enemy 
Cards (Counterattacking Forces cards).

• Make as many combinations of Italian Infantry units and  “Boxes” 
as you wish, 1 for 1. Each such combination each gets an Interception 
rating of 1. If you do, you have to allot those combinations to Enemy 
Cards as a result (if possible).

**This includes British Tanks the player has Deployed.

3. Interception Step
Handle each pair of cards as follows. Once that’s done, move on to the next 

step.

Counterattacking Forces Cards: Each Counterattacking Forces card that has 
an Army unit allotted to it is destroyed. Exhaust destroyed cards to indicate their 
status.

Army Cards: Each Army unit allotted to Counterattacking Forces cards is 
Forfeited (i.e., it goes to the player’s discard pile).
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4. Interception Clean-Up
At this point the player has the option to activate abilities and play cards as 

in Step 1: Preparations. Once that’s done, move on to the Apply Results step.

5. Apply Results
If at this point the Counterattacking Forces has been completely destroyed, 

the interception is a success (victory), and if not it is a failure (defeat). If the 
interception failed, the intercepting player must return the highest-numbered 
City Card they have Deployed to the top of the City pile. Then he/she must 
return a number of Victory Cards equal to the lost City Card’s Penalty value, 
chosen at random from those they have, to the bottom of the Victory Card 
pile.

If you win, nothing more happens.

That ends the interception for one player. Determine whether to continue 
or stop as per section 13-2,  part 4.

■ 14.Other Rules
● 14-1. When Your Deck is Exhausted

During the game, your deck will often run out. When your deck has run 
out, as soon as you need to draw cards, look at cards, choose a card from it, 
etc., take your discard pile and shuffle it into a new deck. This is called recon-
structing your deck. Once you’ve reconstructed your deck, you can continue 
drawing the remaining number of cards you needed.

Note that you do not reconstruct your deck as soon as it runs out.

Also, if both the deck and discard pile run out, you do not reconstruct even 
if you need to draw.

● 14-2. Cards and Rules

There are times when the rules on a card conflict with the rules of the 
game. When this happens, the card’s rules take precedence.

■ 15. Example of Play
This section contains an example of Combat and a British Counterattack 

Turn. Use it to help you better understand these rules. See the Barbarossa 
rulebook for an example of a normal player’s turn..

● 15-1. Battle

On Player B’s turn, he gets 1 Tactic Point (    +1), and spends it on playing 
and Deploying a Motorized Rifle Regiment. From there, he declares the City 
of Fort Capuzzo (Defense 6, Garrison 3, Reinforcements 2, VP 4, Penalty 2) 
as his objective. In addition to the Motorized Rifle  Regiment, he has 1 Panzer 
Regiment (III), 3 Italian Infantry Regiments, 3 Italian Tank Regiments, 1 88mm 
Heavy Flak Company, and 1 Motorized Repair Shop Company Deployed, all of 
them active.
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Once he has declared Combat, he first turns over 3 cards from the Event 
pile to be the Garrison, and places them in the War Zone in order. They are 
1 British Tank Brigade (Defense 4), 1 British Counterattack, and 1 British 
Artillery Regiment. British Counterattack and British Artillery Regiment 
have Play Rules written in red, so those effects activate. First, the British 
Counterattack card gets scrapped, and he gets another card from the Event 
pile to replace it. That is a British Infantry Brigade. B also notes that there will 
be a British Counterattack Turn immediately after his turn ends. Since the 
British Reinforcements pile has 3 cards this time, no further cards are added 
to it from the Event pile. Next he resolves the British Artillery Regiment’s 
effect. Player B sends one of the Italian Infantry Regiments he has Deployed to 
his discard pile.

After that, he moves 2 cards from the British Reinforcements pile to be 
Reinforcements for Fort Capuzzo.

At this time Player B has the option to do things like use the Activation 
Abilities of cards he has in his Combat Zone and play cards that can be played 
during Combat from his hand. He uses the 88mm Heavy Flak Company’s 
ability, returning it to the War Zone and destroying the British Tank Brigade. 
He exhausts the British Tank Brigade card to show that it is destroyed. At this 
point it will cost 13 Attack Points (      +13) to match Fort Capuzzo’s Defense; 
it would’ve been 17 Attack Points if he hadn’t destroyed the British Tank 
Brigade.

Next, Player B plays a Motorized Transport to get 1 Supply Point (     +1), 
and spends it to activate his Panzer Regiment’s ability and get 4 Attack Points 
(    +4). He goes on to use the Italian Infantry Regiment and Italian Tank 
Regiment’s abilities, exhausting them as well, getting him 8 Attack Points  
(     +8), getting him up to a total of 12. To conquer Fort Capuzzo he needs 
1 more Attack Point (    +1). That’s when he uses the second ability on the 
Motorized Rifle Regiment he played earlier to discard one of his Italian 
Infantry Regiment cards to get 1 Attack Point (      +1). This brings him up to a 
total of 13 Attack Points (      +13), which is enough to conquer Fort Capuzzo.

Since he won the Combat, the British Artillery Regiment and British 
Infantry Regiment are destroyed. Player B then receives and Deploys the Fort 
Capuzzo card.

Next he has to implement the losses from the Combat. For this Player B 
moves the Italian Infantry Regiment he has Deployed to his discard pile. After 
that he receives both the City Card and Victory Cards. He draws 4 cards from 
the Victory pile, and gets 2 “Captured Enemy General!” (     +4) cards, plus 
an “Enemy Forces Defeated!” (     +3) and a “Level Up!” (     +1). The Level 
Up! card allows him to attach it to a Deployed Army unit immediately after 
receiving it. Player B thus attaches it to his Motorized Rifle Regiment.

After that, he has an opportunity to use Activation Abilities and play cards 
where possible. He uses the Motorized Repair Shop Company’s ability to send 
it back to the War Zone and claim the British Tank Brigade, which he sends to 
his discard pile. This lets him get the card in his hand and play it later on.

He concludes the Combat by taking the remaining Event Cards (the British 
Artillery Regiment and British Infantry Regiment) and putting them at the 
bottom of the Event pile. That ends Combat.
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His two remaining Deployed Italian Infantry Regiments have a Deploy Rules 
that they are Forfeited if they’re exhausted at the end of the turn they’ve 
executed Combat, so they will be. On the other hand, his two Italian Tank 
Regiments won’t be returned to the War Zone because he is not considered 
to have participated in this Combat due to the 88mm Heavy Flak Company’s 
Deploy Rules.

After that, Player B continues onto his Clean-Up Phase. In the Clean-Up 
Phase he Forfeits 2 Italian Infantry Regiments.

● 15-2. The British Counterattack
When player B’s turn ends, the British Counterattack Turn happens before 

player C takes his turn. B starts by revealing all the 5 cards in the British 
Reinforcements pile. These become the Counterattacking Forces. There are 
2 British Tank Brigades, 1 British Counterattack, 1 Incoming Sandstorm, and 1 
Royal Air Force. However, he ignores the actual content of the cards. The only 
thing he needs to concern himself is the Card Types. In this case they don’t 
have any effect though.

Player B is going to be the first to face the counterattack. He currently 
has 1 Panzer Regiment, 1 Motorized Rifle Regiment (with a “Level Up!” 
attached), and 2 Italian Tank Regiments, for a total of 4 Army units. All of 
them are exhausted, but he must allot as many Deployed Army units to the 
Counterattacking Forces as possible regardless of whether they’re exhausted 
or active. Thinking that he wants to keep his Panzer Regiment if possible, he 
allots his 2 Italian Tank Regiments (to 2 Counterattacking Forces cards) and 1 
Motorized Rifle Regiment (to 3 Counterattacking Forces cards).

With that, the allotment is finished. Since he was able to allot Army units 
to each of the Counterattacking Forces cards, the interception is a success. 
As such, the counterattack ends here. No one else has to intercept, and the 
British Counterattack Turn comes to an end.

Also, if he had still left the 88mm Heavy Flak Company Deployed, he 
could’ve used it to destroy 2 of the Counterattacking Forces cards. The 
effect’s description does allow it, and he would’ve only had to allot his 
Motorized Rifle Regiment. However, in that case he’d have to return his two 
Italian Tank Regiments to the War Zone.

All 5 Counterattacking Forces cards are destroyed, so he exhausts and 
returns them to the bottom of the Event pile. Note that unlike in regular 
Combat during the Tactics Phase, the British Counterattack card also goes 
back to the pile. The 2 Italian Tank Regiments and the Motorized Rifle 
Regiment that Player B allotted to the Counterattacking Forces are all 
Forfeited.

That brings the British Counterattack Turn to a close, and player C begins 
his turn.

Note that hypothetically if he had left his Motorized Repair Shop Company 
Deployed, he could have recruited the 2 British Tank Brigade cards.

Also, if his interception had failed, player B would have lost his newly 
acquired Fort Capuzzo card and 2 Victory Cards chosen randomly from those 
he has Deployed. If there were a player chosen to be second to intercept, he 
would then have to deal with the remaining Counterattacking Forces.
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■ 16. Combining El Alamein and Barbarossa
With the exception of the British Counterattack rules, the rules around 

Cities and Victory Cards, and the rules around Combat, Barbarossa and El 
Alamein are very similar games.

If you want to combine them, you can put together Supply Cards, Army 
Cards, Strategy Cards, and Support Cards from both games.

This can be a lot of fun for players who are experienced with both 
games. Take some time to discuss whether you want to do so, and what 
combination of cards to play with.

We recommend playing with one of the following approaches:

A: Follow the rules of Barbarossa, using the Supply Cards, Army Cards, 
Operations Cards, and Support Cards from El Alamein instead of or in 
addition to those of Barbarossa.

B: Follow the rules of El Alamein, using the Supply Cards, Army Cards, 
Operations Cards, and Support Cards from Barbarossa instead of or in 
addition to those of El Alamein.
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